PRESS RELEASE

‘Fresh Thinking’ in Automation:
Market Entry of Lumberg Sister LUTRONIC
Schalksmühle, November 28, 2017. Lutronic, set up for international operations in 2016, is
specialized in actuator/sensor wiring solutions in automation. The company’s connectivity solutions also include the matching passive distribution boxes. The product range is rounded off by
LED lights.

The company shares in the specific know-how of LUMBERG Group, which established the M12
circular connector as a global standard in the early 80s. Based on this, Lutronic produces and
distributes as a sister company of Lumberg Group, quality M8 and M12 circular connectors for
signal, data and power applications intended for customized uses.

The strength of Lutronic, next to standardized industrial connectors, lies in the development and
production of customized special solutions for device manufacturers with discerning requirements as to quality and pricing. Lutronic companies based throughout Europe, North America,
China and Singapore allow the company to naturally serve even an internationally-operating
clientele.

A variety of actuator/sensor wires, one-sided or two-sided with overmolded a-code connectors,
with M8/M12 screw closures according to IEC 61076-2-104/101, IP67 or as an M8 with a snap
closure, IP65 are available, as are M8/M12 sockets, optionally even with LED. This is rounded
off by passive M8/M12 actuator/sensor distributors with LED; 4-fold, 8-fold, or even 10-fold for
M8 (all in IP67) with a central cable or M12 connection. Both the M12 4-fold and M12 8-fold versions accommodate single or double assignment per output. Flush-type M8 and M12 connectors are also available for front-side mounting with strands, or backwall mounting for printed circuit boards.
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Following the demand in automation, Lutronic’s product range even features high-performance
LED lights for mechanical engineering with a solid aluminum casing and diffuse single-layer
safety glass, IP67, with M8 connectors. The available performance levels available in Germany
range between 4W for 160mm in length up to 24W in 860mm length. www.lutronic.biz
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Caption:
Selection from Lutronic range: LED light, M8 connector, distributor box
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We are exhibiting for the first time: SPS IPC Drives Nuremberg, Hall 10.0/600
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